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Abstract

An approxmiatel y 0.25 scale model of A tandem

fan nacelle, designed for a subsonic V/STOL air-
craft, was tested in a Lewis wind tunnel. Model

variables included lon g and short aft inlet owls
and the addition of exterior strakes to the s`tort

inlet cowl.	 inlet pressure recoveries and dis'or-

tion were measured At pitch angles to 40' ;,nd at
combinations of pitch and vaw to 30 * . Airspeeds

covered a ran qe to 135 knots (69 m/sec). The
short aft inlet with added strakes had the best
aerodynamic perform. 	 ^d is considered suitable
for the intended V/STUL application.

Introduction

The military services are actively interested
in the development of V/STOL aircraft. The Navy
interest is centered around aircraft operations
from smaller destroyer-sized ships and Air Force
interest lies in operation from airfields with
hombed or otherwise damaged airfields. There are
alsc civilian applicat'ons for V/S T OL aircraft
including rescue missions, transportation in.o
undeveloped areas and into city centers.

Three types of V/STOL aircraft can he identi-
fied: rotorcratt, subsonic cruise, and supersonic
cruise. Each type of aircraft requires a propul-
sion s ystem that can provide he thrust and the
control of thrust needed for ,er • tical takeoff and
landing, the transition from en g ine supports,' to
wing supported fliqht and conventional cruise.
Many V/STOL airplane and propulsion concepts have
been proposed and one such concept for ' subsonic
VISTOL aircraft proposes' by the Vou qht Corporation
uses the tandem fan propulsion system.

The proposed design for a subsonic V/STOI
aircraft utilizing a tandem fan propul s ion system
is shown in figure 1. 	 The figure illustrates a
typical vertical landing seouence fcr the Air-
craft. Durino such a maneuver (and also ourino
the takeoff) the aircraft must operate over a wide
range of orioles of attack and vaw at a variety of
low airspeeds and the inlets me :.t he desi gned to
operate at these conditions. in addition, to
those flight irrilosPd inlet orsign requirements,
trip uniqueness of the tandem fan propulsion system
itself imposes some additonal desi gn requirements
on r,e inlet aistem. The description and the per-
termAncr of the tandem fan islet system over the

required range of flight conditions; i.e., low
Speed At ang les Of Atfack and yaw, static, and
cruise, is the subject of this paper.

Pro ulsiOn System Description

A schematic of the tandem fan propulsion sys-

tem is shown in figure 2. in each of the two
nacelles, two fans on a co,.mari shaft are driven by
a single core engine. The front tan flow path is
always independent of the flow path of the aft fan
and core engine. An inlet and thrust deflectinq
nozzle system for each of the fans provides for a
total of four thrust vectors that are directed
vertically downward for takeoff and landing opera-
tions arid directly aft for conventional flight.

Roth of the inlets must be desi g ned to pro-
vide good pertormance with minimum length. Th.-
front inlet must he kept short in order to imrrove
crew side-risibility from the cockpit (see
fig. 1).	 its design is fairl y conventional.
The aft inlet must incorporate a short S-duct to
deliver the airtlow to the aft tan and engine
core, while maintainin q a minimum length of drive
shaft to the front tan. An additional uesiiin con-
straint placed on the aft inlet is apparent from
figure 2. The lower surface of the inlet must be
desi gned to accomodate the gearbox that is used to
interconnect all four tans to provide sate opera-
tion with one core en g ine failed.

Model Description

The approximately quarter size test model,

desi gned and constructed b y Vouqht, is shown in
figure 3, installed in the LeRC 10- by 10- toot
(3.05 m x 3.05 m) wind-tunnel.

The model was constructed of steel, aluminum,
wood, and tiberola,s, and is powered by a pair of
12 inch (30.5 cm) f i ameter fans driven by warm air
powered tip turbin e s. the model tan performance
approximates that of the full scale fan, with a
pressure ratio of 1.4 At a fan face Mach number of
0.6, resultin g in, a corrected aiK flow rate of
over 40 lb/sec/ft' (195 ko/sec/m e ). Fan speed
was controllable, to simulate reduced thrust
operations

In addition, to the "long " aft in l et shown in
fiqures 1 to 3. A "short" inlet, shown, in figure
4 was also invest i gated as well as several modifi-
cations to this inlet which are presorted  later.
Retails of the inlet desi gns are g iven in refer-
ences 1 and 2.

Results

Detailed test results for the Aft and front
inlet arc also presented in references 1 and 2.
The front inlet was relatively conventional in
design An( performance and is not discusser,



herein. The present discussion deals with the
more unique and difficult problem of the aft
inlet, at static, low speed, and cruise flight
conditions. The low speed results are discussed
first.

Low Speed Conditions

The low speed conditions are those represent-

ing the transition from en g ine suppor ed to wing
supported flight that occur during takeoff and
landinq. Results are presented here for a typical
low speed fight velocity of 135 knots (69 m/sec).

Anqle of attack. Fiqure 5 presents steady-
statevat pressure recovery and distortion
as measured by the fan face rakes at angles of
attack from -10' to +40 degrees, which represents
a ran qe greater than required for airplane
operations.

The short inlet shows superior performance at
low anqles of attack, in terms of better pressure
recovery and lower distortion. As a general rule,
distortion values below 10 percent are accept-
able. Consequently, the short inlet had un-
acceptable distor ti -,i values above a 20 * an g le of
attack. The long ir.et had acceptable distortion
over the full range of angle of attack. Only
gust conditions would cause angle-of-attack to
40 decrees.

Fan face isobar plots are shown in fiqure 6

for anqles of attack of C ` and 40'. The numerical
value of Lhe pressure, expressed as a percentage
of freestream total pressure, is printed adjacent
to each isobar contour. Overall pressure recovery
is printed in the center of each plot and steady
total pressure distortion values are desiqnated
by "D"

Insight into the total pressure iosses for
each inlet can be g ained by inspection of these
plots. The lonq inlet loss pattern remains simi-
lar with increasing angle of attack. Losses are

apparentlN from the inlet corners where the cowl
joins the nacelle.	 (Similar re s ults for a scarf
inlet here reported in ref. 5). The excellent
performance-of the short inlet at zero deqrees

an g le of attack is apparent from the lower left
plot. At high anqle of attack , the loss pattern
extends to nearly the top of the fan face and is
not obviously related to the inlet corners. The
plots substantiate the conclusion of the previous
figure that the short inlet, has excellent perfor-
mance at low angle of attack but has deg raded per-
formance at high anglors.

Static pressiir , taps located circumferen-

tially around the lip leadinq ed qe were used to
locate regions of ni gh velocity. Results are
shown in ffqure 1, which plots local static pres-
sure, p, as a fraction of the freestream total
pressure. P t c, as a function of lip circumferen-
tial location. Durinq high an g le of attack condi-
tions, both inlets show high velocit y (low static
pressure) at the inlet corners. The deceleration
from these hi gh velocities to the velocity at the
fan face and the related adverse pressure qradient
could initiate internal flow separation in the
inlet in a process similar to leadinq-ed ge stall
of a thin wind. These curves support the idea
that the corner region can he a problem.

In order to investi g ate this phenomena fur-

ther, flow vizualization tests were conducted to
study the corners of the short inlet at high angle
of attack. A paint streak photograph from this
investiqation is shown in figure B for the short
inlet at an angle of attack of 40'. This method
of flow visualization is useful not only to indi-
cate surface flow dire('ion, but also reveals
areas of separated flow. A surface liquid, such
as the viscous paint used here, cannot flow from
attached into separated flow because of flow
reversal at the surface.

The paint pattern of this and similar photo-
graphs confirms that the ori g in of the flow
separation is the inlet corner. Reverse flow is
visible just inside the corner. A separated flow
region proceeds downstream to nearly the top of
the aft fan. Fl)w at the upper part of the side
lips appears well attached. The tufts shown pro-
vided flow visualization at a wide v?:iriy of test
conditions. Patterns of activity were recorded on
videotape, and revealed that part of the flow that
went intn the inlet passed upwards alung the side
of the nacelle. (The tufts shown in the photo-
q raph are not in the actual position they were
durino the test, since the photograph was taken
after the test was completed).

As a result of the flow anal ysis presented
up to this point, several modifications were in-
corporated into the short inlet monel in 3r effort
to improve its performance at hi g h angles of
attack. First, file:, were installed near the

inlet corners to reduce velocity, but these proved
to be ineffective. Next, sheet metal "strakes"
were installed on the model as shown in figure 9
and found to be effective. The strakes are sheet-
metal triangles, 15 cm wide by 36 cm long, and
were installed about 5 cm below the corners of the
short aft inlet.

The result of installinq the strakes on the

short aft i nlet is shown by the pairt streak
photograph of fi gure 10. The figure reveals the
improved flow inside the inlet corners. The
strakes blocked the crossf'ow passing upwards
alon q the sides of the nacelle and into the inlet
corners. In addition, the vortex sheets from the
strake leadinq ed ge helped to turn the flow into
the inlet. The strakes have eliminated or reduced
the flow separation at the corners of the short
inlet. This conclusion is comparable to the find-
ings in reference 4, which also discusses the
beneficial effect of strakes. Also evident in the
photoqraph is a vortex pattern on the external
nacelle surface just downstream of the strake.
This photograph, and a preceedinq pairt streak
photograph, were taken originally in color, using
a variety cf paint colors. The technique is
simple, informative, and a valuable adjunct to a
formal wind-tunnel test pro gram. Vie data in fic-
ure 11 show that the strakes have improved the
infl;,w to the inlet. The re g ions of low total
pressure have moved toward the bottom of the
inlet. The ma gnitude of the separation has been
educed as is apparent from the increase in pros_
Sure recovery but some flow separation evidently
still remains. Refinements in strake and inlet
desion miqht yield further improvements in inlet
performance.

A summary of low speed inlet performance over
ran ge of angle of attack is shown in fiqure 12.
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At angle of attack of 4C, the short aft inlet
with strakec has the hiciest pressure recovery and
lowest distortion. At lower angles of attack this
same inlet has acceptable distortion with h'gh
pressure recovery.

Combintd angle of attack andyaw. Reference
4 discusses the effects of pit y and yaw on the

performance of an aft inlet and indicates that
combined an g le of attack and yaw conditions can be
more severe than either one individually. There-
fore, inlet tests were conducted with the angle of
attack, a, and the Yaw angle, *, of equal value
over a range from u to 30'. An isobar plot com-
parison of the three inlet conti q urations is shown
in figure 13 for a = i - 30 * . On the figure,
the arrows labeled Vo show the direction of
the free stream velocity vector. The data indi-
cate th,t for each of the inlet corfi q urations the
losses are from the upwind inlet corner. The
downwind corners show no total pressure losses.
The short inlet a gain shows the loss pattern dis-
placed circumfer-ntially from the initial flow-
separation, which starts at the upwind corner.
The performance of the short inlet with strakec is
a qain superior to that of the shor` inlet without
strakec, and is also superior to the long inlet.

Static Conditions

A unique requirement for V/STOL aircraft
inlets is good performance at the static condi-
tions that a re a part of takeoff, landin g and
hover. Tvpicallv, a 1 percent loss in pressure
recovery can re s ult in a 3 percent loss in thrust
and a 15 percent loss in lift off payload. Figure
14 shows typical inlet performance and isobar
plots at static conditions. The distortion pat-
tern for the lonq aft inlet is similar to those
shown previousl y at low speed conditions with
losses ori q inatino at the inlet corners. The
total pressure t ss is about 1 percent. The short
aft inlet has no measureable losses. The addition
of the straks to the short inlet is insio_nificant
to its static performance.

Cruise Conditions

A subsonic V/STOL aircraft may cruise at a
flioht Mach number of 0.8 with the inlet at near
zero deorees an g le of attack. E cause the maximurr
subsonic wind tunnel Mach numbe is 0.36, cruise
inlet flow conditions were simulated by dupli-
catino the inlet freestream ,o fan face velocity
ratio. Matchina this velocity ratio reproduces
the cruise flow streamlines (except for compressi-
bility effects) and provides a method for esti-
matinq cruise performance from low speed test
conditions. (At low speed conditions, the capture
streamtube is larqer than the in.et leadin g edoe
area (or Vo /VLE < 1) but at cruise conditions
the capture streamtube is oenerally smaller than
the inlet leading edge area (Vo/VLE > 1). 	 in
both cases the peak inlet surface velocities occur
at the inlet leadinq edges or highlight).

Fiqure 15 presents the circumferential varia-
tion of local surface Mach number at the inlet
leadino edoe at the simulateo cruise conditions
described above. On the left hand ordinate the
experimentally measured leadin g edge Mach number
is shown at a freestream Mach number of 0.36. The
right hand ordinate present the values of leading
edge Mach number scaled up to a freestream Mach
number of 0.8. it is desirable to keep the peak

Mach number low in order to avoid the drag in-
creases that may occur from external lip flow
separations. Separation can occur it the peak
Mach number gets high enou g h to induce a shock of
si gnificant strenoth (VIL E > 1.4) or the velocity
ratio over which the flow must diffuse becomes
excess 4 ve (MLE /Mo > 2).

Based on these separation criteria, the
results shown in fioure 15 indicate that both
inlets would have attached external flow at
cruise. Comparino the two inlets, it is seen that
the long art inlet has the higher peak Mach num-
ber, point A, and it occurs in the corner. The
short inlet's maximum peak Vach number, point 8,
occurs at the top of the inlet. Hence, t he short
inlet with its lower peak Mach number would be
expected to have ahigher ora q-rise Mach number
than the lono inlet.

it should be noted, however, that the esti-
mates presented b y the riqht hand ordinate do not
account for compressibility. If compressibility
had been accounted for, the peak Mash numbers fo-
both inlets would be higher and the cruise perfor-
mance or this lonq aft inlet confiquration could
be marg inal and require redesign of the inlet lip
contours.

Summary of Results

From a comparison of the -erformance of the
long and short aft inlet confi qurations, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

'. The short inlet has better low speed Qer-
formance at an q les of attack from -10' to + 10 .

2. Mith strakec added, the short inlet also
aives the best performance at low speeds for
ang les of attack from 10 * to 40 ` and for combined
anale- of attack and yaw up to 30' each.

3. At static conditions, the pressure re-
covery of the short inlet is nearly 100 percent,
which is 1 percent hi gher than the lon g inlet
recovery.

4. At c ruise conditions, the short inlet has
lower peak surface Mach numbers than the lonq
inlet and would be expected to have a hi gher draq-
rist Mach number.
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Figur e 1. - Proposed tandem-fan VISTOL aircraft.
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Figure 2. - Schematic of tandem-fan nacelle.



Figure 3. - Long aft inlet model installed in Lewis wind tunnel.

Figure 4. - Short aft inlet.
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